
USING LYX TO WRITE PHD THESIS

LyX's thesis template; AndrÃ© Miede's Classic Thesis ported to LyX; Ph.D. Template Example by Roy Schestowitz;
Writing a thesis with ThLoria.

I used JabRef to manage my bibtex bibliography. You can find various pointers on how to do this but it never
worked well for me and it was too much trouble. I pasted my thesis text into Word as a final check. I am
fortunate that I have a little background in coding, because LaTeX is essentially a markup language. Once I
had the LaTeX file it was simple to edit it and replace the document class name with the one provided by the
University and add the additional LaTeX commands which were required. At completion my thesis Git
repository consisted of over three hundred commits. The latter is not used. Lyx also allows you to write
without having to see the LaTeX commands or worry about the document layout. Last year, however, I
re-evaluated it and used it to write my thesis. The learning curve was totally worth it. Note that there is little
point exporting the document until it is very near completion. That means that LyX keeps track of opening and
closing tags, gives you a table and equation editor, and understands your bibtex file. This task was probably
simplified by the fact that the provided document class inherited from the standard report class. Bibliography -
Mendeley For any academic document such as a thesis, there are going to be a lot of references. UPDATE: I
have written a second part to this series , written after the submission of my thesis which covers a lot more
specific details of my LyX set up. For Windows, I used the all-in-one installer that gives you the other
software you need, including MikTex, spellcheckers, etc. For some pictures, the best I could do was to print
from an application to a PS printer, saving to file. It is generated by LyX 2. You can export your document as
a. Modifying the LaTeX file may seem like a lot of work, especially having to make the changes manually
again each time the document requires revision. You write the text of what you want, formatting parts of it by
using special combinations of characters and commands or 'tags' that tell a program how to format them. Why
LyX?


